
                                       
Parting Shots Card Game  

Rules 

by James Wymore 

Introduction 

 

 The victim always chooses the game. 

 In Sweet Release, two or more players take turns being the victim.  Everybody else tries 

to harvest that victim’s soul.  The 54 card deck has forty mini games utilizing eight icons on 

every card.  The victim chooses one of the games listed on their hand of cards.  The other players 

try to beat the victim at his or her own game.  If any player besides the victim wins, he or she 

harvests a soul (which can be a whole game in itself).  Whoever reaches the harvest quota first, 

wins! 

 

Set-up 
 

1- Shuffle the 54 card deck and put it face down.  This is the draw pile.   

2- Deal 5 cards to every player. 

3- Shuffle the 24 soul markers and place them face down in their own pile. 

4- Agree on a harvest quota.  This is the number of souls any player must reap in order 

to win the game.  (If you’re new to the game, 5 is a good number to try first.) 

5- Find out which player is the oldest.  That person is the first victim.  Turns progress 

clockwise.  So the “next player” is on the victim’s left and the “last player” is on the 

victim’s right.  (Obviously in a two player game the “next player”, the “last player”, 

and all “other players” refers to the player who is NOT the victim that turn.) 

 

Game Play 
 

 The game is played one turn at a time.  A round means every player taking one turn.  If 

the directions on a card contradict the rules here, follow the directions on the card.  Each turn 

follows these steps: 

1- Draw.  Everybody in the game draws up to 5 cards.  This is called the player’s “hand.”  

(If somebody has extra cards, that player must discard until they have only 5.)  If there 

are not enough cards in the draw pile, shuffle the dead pile and place them face down to 

be a new draw pile. 

2- Choose a game.  The victim declares one mini-game from the cards in his or her hand and 

plays that card (and only that card) so everybody can read it.  If the name of the card has 

a * by it, every player in the game MUST play that round unless they have no cards that 

would score any points.  If the name of the card does not have a * by it, the other players 

can choose to play or not.  Note: If a victim has no cards with a mini-game that player 

shows their cards to everybody, discards their hand, and automatically wins this turn. 

3- Reapers play.  Next the other players involved in the mini-game play all or some of their 

cards to try and win the mini-game by getting the most points or the highest in poker. 



4- Finish the turn.  Once all the other players have placed their cards, the victim plays the 

rest of his or her cards.  If the mini-game has a  icon on it, then the first card is included 

as part of the cards used for that mini-game.  If it has a  icon on it, then the first card is 

not included in the cards used to score points that turn. 

5- Find a winner.  Add up the points on the card or use whatever game the card calls for to 

determine a winner.  (For winners in “poker” mini-games, check the chart below.) 

a. If the victim wins, nobody draws a soul marker.  The next player becomes the 

victim and starts the next turn. 

b. If any other player wins, that player draws a soul marker. 

c. If any other player and the victim tie, the victim loses (reaper wins a tie).  That 

other player then draws a soul marker. 

d. If two or more players tie, they each draw one card and play it face up.  Compare 

the numbers in the top left corner.  “High card” wins.  The winner draws a soul 

marker.  If the drawn cards are tied again, BOTH players draw a soul marker. 

6- Clear the field.  Move all the cards used that turn into the dead pile.   

7- Soul Marker.  Once a player is determined to be the winner, he or she draws the top soul 

marker from the pile.  If the marker simply lists a number of souls, the player puts that 

card face up in front of them and it counts toward the harvest quota.  If the soul marker 

has words printed on it, all players must follow the directions on that soul marker.  When 

any player has souls equal to or greater than the harvest quota, that player wins! 

 

Poker 

 

 Some mini-games call for poker.  This is usually a set of five cards (or dice) and the 

winner is determined by comparing the number and suit on the cards to the following chart 

(higher on the chart wins over lower): 

 Five of a kind: All five cards are the same number or face card 

 Royal Flush: A, K, Q, J, and 10 all of the same suit 

 Straight Flush: 5 sequential cards all of the same suit (high card wins ties) 

 Four of a kind: Four cards of the same number 

 Full house: “Three of a kind” and “one pair” in the same hand 

 Flush: Five cards all the same suit but not in sequential order 

 Straight: Five cards in sequential order, any suits 

 Three of a Kind: Three cards of the same number, any suits 

 Two Pair: Two different sets of “one pair” in the same hand  

 One Pair: Two cards with the same number, any suits (high card wins ties) 

 High Card: The highest card in the hand (A > K > Q > J > 10 > 9 ... etc.) 

  

Big Groups 
 

 One deck of Sweet Release cards is enough to handle up to 6 players (but you’ll have to 

shuffle a lot).  If you want a larger game than that, you’ll probably need more than one deck of 

cards.  Also if you want a really high harvest quota you’ll want more than one pile of soul 

markers, which contains enough to harvest up to 32 souls.  If the pile runs out, take one soul 

marker (randomly chosen) from the victim that lost that turn. 


